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Elton John features on commemorative coins (8)
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Sir Elton John features on these new coins.   The Rocket Man star's musical career is celebrated in the Royal Mint coins.   The design is the latest addition to The Royal Mint?s new Music Legends series.  The Elton John coin was designed by artist Bradley Morgan Johnson.   "Featuring unmistakable Elton John iconography, Bradley has used musical notes to create an image of glasses and a straw boater hat, inspired by one of Elton John?s most iconic looks, and a Union Jack flag background punctuates the design," the Royal Mint said.  The commemorative coins will be available to purchase in Gold proof, Silver proof and Brilliant Uncirculated editions with prices ranging from ?L13 for the Brilliant Uncirculated coin up to ?L68,865 for a Kilo Gold proof coin.  The Royal Mint has developed advanced striking and tooling techniques  for the high end, premium coins in this collection. These designs feature a pulsating star pattern in the glasses? lenses and a high relief finish on the hat, glasses and bow tie that further enhance the appearance of each coin.  Elton, 73, said:??"It really is a fabulous honour to be recognised in this way. The last  few years have contained some of the most memorable moments of my career, and this is another truly humbling milestone on my journey."  Clare Maclennan, Divisional Director of Commemorative Coin and The Royal Mint Experience,  commented:???Elton John is without a doubt a British music legend and is recognised as one of the most successful singer-songwriters of his generation. We are delighted to honour Elton?s significant contribution to British music on a UK coin. This is the second coin in The Royal Mint?s new Music Legends series, marking the work of our exceptional British musicians.?  Rock group Queen have also featured in the Music Legends series of coins.   Editorial usage only.   Must credit Royal Mint / MEGA.  07 Jul 2020  Pictured: The Elton John commemorative coins.  Photo credit: ROYAL MINT/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Sir Elton John features on these new coins.   The Rocket Man star's musical career is celebrated in the Royal Mint coins.   The design is the latest addition to The Royal Mint?s new Music Legends series.  The Elton John coin was designed by artist Bradley Morgan Johnson.   "Featuring unmistakable Elton John iconography, Bradley has used musical notes to create an image of glasses and a straw boater hat, inspired by one of Elton John?s most iconic looks, and a Union Jack flag background punctuates the design," the Royal Mint said.  The commemorative coins will be available to purchase in Gold proof, Silver proof and Brilliant Uncirculated editions with prices ranging from ?L13 for the Brilliant Uncirculated coin up to ?L68,865 for a Kilo Gold proof coin.  The Royal Mint has developed advanced striking and tooling techniques  for the high end, premium coins in this collection. These designs feature a pulsating star pattern in the glasses? lenses and a high relief finish on the hat, glasses and bow tie that further enhance the appearance of each coin.  Elton, 73, said:??"It really is a fabulous honour to be recognised in this way. The last  few years have contained some of the most memorable moments of my career, and this is another truly humbling milestone on my journey."  Clare Maclennan, Divisional Director of Commemorative Coin and The Royal Mint Experience,  commented:???Elton John is without a doubt a British music legend and is recognised as one of the most successful singer-songwriters of his generation. We are delighted to honour Elton?s significant contribution to British music on a UK coin. This is the second coin in The Royal Mint?s new Music Legends series, marking the work of our exceptional British musicians.?  Rock group Queen have also featured in the Music Legends series of coins.   Editorial usage only.   Must credit Royal Mint / MEGA.  07 Jul 2020  Pictured: The Elton John commemorative coins.  Photo credit: ROYAL MINT/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Sir Elton John features on these new coins.   The Rocket Man star's musical career is celebrated in the Royal Mint coins.   The design is the latest addition to The Royal Mint?s new Music Legends series.  The Elton John coin was designed by artist Bradley Morgan Johnson.   "Featuring unmistakable Elton John iconography, Bradley has used musical notes to create an image of glasses and a straw boater hat, inspired by one of Elton John?s most iconic looks, and a Union Jack flag background punctuates the design," the Royal Mint said.  The commemorative coins will be available to purchase in Gold proof, Silver proof and Brilliant Uncirculated editions with prices ranging from ?L13 for the Brilliant Uncirculated coin up to ?L68,865 for a Kilo Gold proof coin.  The Royal Mint has developed advanced striking and tooling techniques  for the high end, premium coins in this collection. These designs feature a pulsating star pattern in the glasses? lenses and a high relief finish on the hat, glasses and bow tie that further enhance the appearance of each coin.  Elton, 73, said:??"It really is a fabulous honour to be recognised in this way. The last  few years have contained some of the most memorable moments of my career, and this is another truly humbling milestone on my journey."  Clare Maclennan, Divisional Director of Commemorative Coin and The Royal Mint Experience,  commented:???Elton John is without a doubt a British music legend and is recognised as one of the most successful singer-songwriters of his generation. We are delighted to honour Elton?s significant contribution to British music on a UK coin. This is the second coin in The Royal Mint?s new Music Legends series, marking the work of our exceptional British musicians.?  Rock group Queen have also featured in the Music Legends series of coins.   Editorial usage only.   Must credit Royal Mint / MEGA.  07 Jul 2020  Pictured: The Elton John commemorative coins.  Photo credit: ROYAL MINT/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Sir Elton John features on these new coins.   The Rocket Man star's musical career is celebrated in the Royal Mint coins.   The design is the latest addition to The Royal Mint?s new Music Legends series.  The Elton John coin was designed by artist Bradley Morgan Johnson.   "Featuring unmistakable Elton John iconography, Bradley has used musical notes to create an image of glasses and a straw boater hat, inspired by one of Elton John?s most iconic looks, and a Union Jack flag background punctuates the design," the Royal Mint said.  The commemorative coins will be available to purchase in Gold proof, Silver proof and Brilliant Uncirculated editions with prices ranging from ?L13 for the Brilliant Uncirculated coin up to ?L68,865 for a Kilo Gold proof coin.  The Royal Mint has developed advanced striking and tooling techniques  for the high end, premium coins in this collection. These designs feature a pulsating star pattern in the glasses? lenses and a high relief finish on the hat, glasses and bow tie that further enhance the appearance of each coin.  Elton, 73, said:??"It really is a fabulous honour to be recognised in this way. The last  few years have contained some of the most memorable moments of my career, and this is another truly humbling milestone on my journey."  Clare Maclennan, Divisional Director of Commemorative Coin and The Royal Mint Experience,  commented:???Elton John is without a doubt a British music legend and is recognised as one of the most successful singer-songwriters of his generation. We are delighted to honour Elton?s significant contribution to British music on a UK coin. This is the second coin in The Royal Mint?s new Music Legends series, marking the work of our exceptional British musicians.?  Rock group Queen have also featured in the Music Legends series of coins.   Editorial usage only.   Must credit Royal Mint / MEGA.  07 Jul 2020  Pictured: The Elton John commemorative coins.  Photo credit: ROYAL MINT/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Sir Elton John features on these new coins.   The Rocket Man star's musical career is celebrated in the Royal Mint coins.   The design is the latest addition to The Royal Mint?s new Music Legends series.  The Elton John coin was designed by artist Bradley Morgan Johnson.   "Featuring unmistakable Elton John iconography, Bradley has used musical notes to create an image of glasses and a straw boater hat, inspired by one of Elton John?s most iconic looks, and a Union Jack flag background punctuates the design," the Royal Mint said.  The commemorative coins will be available to purchase in Gold proof, Silver proof and Brilliant Uncirculated editions with prices ranging from ?L13 for the Brilliant Uncirculated coin up to ?L68,865 for a Kilo Gold proof coin.  The Royal Mint has developed advanced striking and tooling techniques  for the high end, premium coins in this collection. These designs feature a pulsating star pattern in the glasses? lenses and a high relief finish on the hat, glasses and bow tie that further enhance the appearance of each coin.  Elton, 73, said:??"It really is a fabulous honour to be recognised in this way. The last  few years have contained some of the most memorable moments of my career, and this is another truly humbling milestone on my journey."  Clare Maclennan, Divisional Director of Commemorative Coin and The Royal Mint Experience,  commented:???Elton John is without a doubt a British music legend and is recognised as one of the most successful singer-songwriters of his generation. We are delighted to honour Elton?s significant contribution to British music on a UK coin. This is the second coin in The Royal Mint?s new Music Legends series, marking the work of our exceptional British musicians.?  Rock group Queen have also featured in the Music Legends series of coins.   Editorial usage only.   Must credit Royal Mint / MEGA.  07 Jul 2020  Pictured: The Elton John commemorative coins.  Photo credit: ROYAL MINT/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Sir Elton John features on these new coins.   The Rocket Man star's musical career is celebrated in the Royal Mint coins.   The design is the latest addition to The Royal Mint?s new Music Legends series.  The Elton John coin was designed by artist Bradley Morgan Johnson.   "Featuring unmistakable Elton John iconography, Bradley has used musical notes to create an image of glasses and a straw boater hat, inspired by one of Elton John?s most iconic looks, and a Union Jack flag background punctuates the design," the Royal Mint said.  The commemorative coins will be available to purchase in Gold proof, Silver proof and Brilliant Uncirculated editions with prices ranging from ?L13 for the Brilliant Uncirculated coin up to ?L68,865 for a Kilo Gold proof coin.  The Royal Mint has developed advanced striking and tooling techniques  for the high end, premium coins in this collection. These designs feature a pulsating star pattern in the glasses? lenses and a high relief finish on the hat, glasses and bow tie that further enhance the appearance of each coin.  Elton, 73, said:??"It really is a fabulous honour to be recognised in this way. The last  few years have contained some of the most memorable moments of my career, and this is another truly humbling milestone on my journey."  Clare Maclennan, Divisional Director of Commemorative Coin and The Royal Mint Experience,  commented:???Elton John is without a doubt a British music legend and is recognised as one of the most successful singer-songwriters of his generation. We are delighted to honour Elton?s significant contribution to British music on a UK coin. This is the second coin in The Royal Mint?s new Music Legends series, marking the work of our exceptional British musicians.?  Rock group Queen have also featured in the Music Legends series of coins.   Editorial usage only.   Must credit Royal Mint / MEGA.  07 Jul 2020  Pictured: The Elton John commemorative coins.  Photo credit: ROYAL MINT/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Sir Elton John features on these new coins.   The Rocket Man star's musical career is celebrated in the Royal Mint coins.   The design is the latest addition to The Royal Mint?s new Music Legends series.  The Elton John coin was designed by artist Bradley Morgan Johnson.   "Featuring unmistakable Elton John iconography, Bradley has used musical notes to create an image of glasses and a straw boater hat, inspired by one of Elton John?s most iconic looks, and a Union Jack flag background punctuates the design," the Royal Mint said.  The commemorative coins will be available to purchase in Gold proof, Silver proof and Brilliant Uncirculated editions with prices ranging from ?L13 for the Brilliant Uncirculated coin up to ?L68,865 for a Kilo Gold proof coin.  The Royal Mint has developed advanced striking and tooling techniques  for the high end, premium coins in this collection. These designs feature a pulsating star pattern in the glasses? lenses and a high relief finish on the hat, glasses and bow tie that further enhance the appearance of each coin.  Elton, 73, said:??"It really is a fabulous honour to be recognised in this way. The last  few years have contained some of the most memorable moments of my career, and this is another truly humbling milestone on my journey."  Clare Maclennan, Divisional Director of Commemorative Coin and The Royal Mint Experience,  commented:???Elton John is without a doubt a British music legend and is recognised as one of the most successful singer-songwriters of his generation. We are delighted to honour Elton?s significant contribution to British music on a UK coin. This is the second coin in The Royal Mint?s new Music Legends series, marking the work of our exceptional British musicians.?  Rock group Queen have also featured in the Music Legends series of coins.   Editorial usage only.   Must credit Royal Mint / MEGA.  07 Jul 2020  Pictured: The Elton John commemorative coins.  Photo credit: ROYAL MINT/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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Sir Elton John features on these new coins.   The Rocket Man star's musical career is celebrated in the Royal Mint coins.   The design is the latest addition to The Royal Mint?s new Music Legends series.  The Elton John coin was designed by artist Bradley Morgan Johnson.   "Featuring unmistakable Elton John iconography, Bradley has used musical notes to create an image of glasses and a straw boater hat, inspired by one of Elton John?s most iconic looks, and a Union Jack flag background punctuates the design," the Royal Mint said.  The commemorative coins will be available to purchase in Gold proof, Silver proof and Brilliant Uncirculated editions with prices ranging from ?L13 for the Brilliant Uncirculated coin up to ?L68,865 for a Kilo Gold proof coin.  The Royal Mint has developed advanced striking and tooling techniques  for the high end, premium coins in this collection. These designs feature a pulsating star pattern in the glasses? lenses and a high relief finish on the hat, glasses and bow tie that further enhance the appearance of each coin.  Elton, 73, said:??"It really is a fabulous honour to be recognised in this way. The last  few years have contained some of the most memorable moments of my career, and this is another truly humbling milestone on my journey."  Clare Maclennan, Divisional Director of Commemorative Coin and The Royal Mint Experience,  commented:???Elton John is without a doubt a British music legend and is recognised as one of the most successful singer-songwriters of his generation. We are delighted to honour Elton?s significant contribution to British music on a UK coin. This is the second coin in The Royal Mint?s new Music Legends series, marking the work of our exceptional British musicians.?  Rock group Queen have also featured in the Music Legends series of coins.   Editorial usage only.   Must credit Royal Mint / MEGA.  07 Jul 2020  Pictured: The Elton John commemorative coins.  Photo credit: ROYAL MINT/MEGA    TheMegaAgency.com  +1 888 505 6342
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